Teacher Knowledge to Overcome Student Errors in Pythagorean Theorem Proof: A Study Based on Didactic Mathematical Knowledge Framework
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Abstract. Teachers’ ability in overcoming to student errors is significantly affected by teachers’ knowledge. Discussion and studies related to what knowledge teachers should possess have resulted in a theoretical framework. This article aims at describing teacher knowledge to responding student errors in Pythagorean Theorem proof using didactic mathematical knowledge approach. This research applies qualitative design. Five junior high school mathematics teachers in Indonesia participate in this study. Data were collected using written tests on teachers’ competence and structured interview. Based on the analysis towards participants’ responses, it can be concluded that teacher knowledge to overcome on student errors in Pythagorean Theorem proof is significantly affected by other knowledge components.
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1 Introduction

During the process of achieving student competences in mathematics instruction, some students still face several problematic issues. One of those problems is student errors [1],[2]. Teachers need to be aware of the causes of student errors and take preventive action to enable an efficient learning environment to happen [3]. Identifying and overcoming student errors helps teachers to understand students’ backgrounds and perceptions on academic subjects and shape their learning methods [4]. Analysis of student learning obstacles will improve teachers’ faith and knowledge about students [5]. Teachers’ experience in dealing with student errors is contributive to enrich teachers’ competence and knowledge. Therefore, teachers’ ability in responding to student errors is significantly affected by teachers’ knowledge of student errors.

Brodie [6] elaborates on the use of student (learner) errors as a basis in teacher professional development through community. In his research, Brodie explains three phases of teacher thinking process namely process of identifying student (learner) errors, interpreting student (learner) errors, and developing teacher knowledge. Discussion and studies related to what knowledge teachers have resulted in theoretical framework as a basis in determining how teachers are trained, how teachers implement what they get in the training in their classroom practices, and how to formulate research problems [7].
Shulman [8] proposes a theoretical framework that views knowledge in integrated and solid manner. The theoretical framework is later known as Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK). Ball, Thames, and Phelps [9] identify a number of descriptions on teacher tasks during mathematics teaching and learning process. Based on the elaboration of those tasks, Ball et al. come up with an idea regarding “mathematical knowledge for teaching” (MKT) as a special knowledge needed by a teacher to teach mathematics.

Studies on teacher knowledge especially in geometry have been carried out by Chinnappan, White, & Trenholm [10], Herbst & Kosko [11], Kuzniak, & Rauscher [12], Chinnappan, & Lawson [13], and Jones, K. [14]. In more special cases, investigation on teacher knowledge and competence about student errors in geometry has been accomplished by Zuya [15], Zuya & Kwalat [16], and Al-Khateeb [17]. Much of this research applies theoretical framework of mathematical knowledge for teaching developed by Ball et al. [9].

According to Gordin [18], the model of mathematical knowledge used in instructional model which progresses so far contains categories that are too general and not interconnected. It would have provided more benefits if the knowledge model enables us to do a more detail analysis of each type of knowledge to ensure more effectiveness in its implementation in mathematics learning. Based on this idea, Godino, Batanero, & Font [19] propose a category system to analyze the knowledge model of mathematics teachers called “Didactic Mathematical Knowledge (DMK)”.

According to Pino-Fan, Godino, & Font [20], the two sub-categories which include DMK mathematical dimension is the reinterpretation of common content knowledge [21] and knowledge horizon [9], each. According to these writers, this interpretation is based on the need to accomplish the knowledge that mathematics teachers should master related to certain topics taught in several classes at certain schools.

DMK didactic dimension considers six sub-categories [20]: 1) Epistemic aspect including specific knowledge on mathematical dimension, 2) cognitive aspect including knowledge on students’ cognitive aspect, 3) behavioral aspect covering knowledge on students’ affective, emotional, and behavioral aspect, 4) interactional aspect covering knowledge needed by teachers to properly manage the students on certain mathematical topics by considering interaction as the basic component in the teaching and learning process, 5) learning media aspect covering knowledge that teachers need to utilize resources and facilities in managing the learning process, 6) environmental aspect covering knowledge on curricular, contextual, social-political, and economic aspects which affect student learning management.

Geometry proof is one of the material that is considered difficult by students [22]. In the junior high school mathematics curriculum applicable in Indonesia, the proof of the Pythagorean theorem is one of the basic competencies that contains a proof of geometry [23]. This is what underlies this research takes the topic of proof of the Pythagorean theorem.

Notwithstanding a number of studies addressing teacher knowledge, those which examine teacher knowledge, especially in geometry. However, the study of teacher knowledge in overcoming student difficulties in geometry proof using didactic mathematical knowledge framework are still quite a few. Thus, this research will describe teacher knowledge on student errors in Pythagorean theorem proof using a didactic mathematical knowledge framework. The research question is how is teacher knowledge on student difficulties described within didactic mathematical knowledge framework?
2 Methodology

The phenomenon being examined and researched in this study is teacher knowledge to overcome student errors in Pythagorean theorem proof. In revealing meaning or fact related to phenomenon of teacher knowledge on student errors, the researchers will accomplish two sets of activities. The first one is testing teacher knowledge on student errors and the second one is conducting an interview to verify teachers’ answers on the written test. Next, the result of written tests and interviews with teachers are analyzed to yield a description of teacher knowledge to overcome student errors. The description of teacher knowledge to overcome student difficulties is obtained from written tests and interviews using didactic mathematical knowledge framework which is based on hermeneutics philosophy.

The research participants are selected purposively and are based on planning [24]. Five mathematics teachers in junior high schools in Indonesia namely IS, EN, DD, FS, and YK. Those teachers teach mathematics in grade VII, VIII, and IX. The instrument of this research that tests teacher competence to overcome student errors in proving Pythagorean Theorem is presented below. How do you calculate the ABCD trapezoid area? follow Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Student Answer.

By implementing the formulation to calculate the rectangle and trapezoid area, prove that on the right triangle above, it applies $c^2 = a^2 + b^2$. Based on the question and student’s answer above, teachers ask to answer the 12 questions. Data analysis in qualitative research is done since the beginning and during the research is being carried out. Data analysis of teacher knowledge on student learning difficulties is accomplished after teachers complete the written test and interview. Data on teachers’ work and interviews are analyzed using theoretical framework of didactic mathematical knowledge so that it results in a description of teacher knowledge to overcome student errors within the topic of geometry proof.

3 Findings and Discussion

This section describes teacher knowledge to overcome student errors based on didactic mathematical knowledge framework. The components of teacher knowledge cover mathematical and didactic knowledge namely aspects of epistemic, cognitive, ecological, interactional, affective, and media.

3.1 Mathematical Knowledge To Overcoming Student Errors
A brief description of mathematical knowledge of five teachers identified as EN, IS, FS, DD, and YK is presented as follows:

In responding to teacher knowledge to overcoming student errors in proving Pythagorean theorem, EN left the answer column blank. During the interview, they said that the questions were too complicated; they have never taught about it. They could accomplish proving only on questions related to the topic that they have taught to students. Meanwhile, they only use learning materials that are available in the textbook. Is answered the question in the following Figure 2. Meanwhile, DD responded to the question by writing this in Figure 3. Figure 4 below is how FS responded to the question and YK answered in the following Figure 5.

![Fig. 2. Is Answered.](image2)
![Fig. 3. DD Responded.](image3)

![Fig. 4. FS Responded.](image4)
![Fig. 5. YK Answered.](image5)

The answers from the five participants show that EN and DD found difficulties in solving the problems while the answers from IS, FS, and YK signified that the participants were able to solve the problem and accurately prove Pythagorean theorem. It can be concluded that three teacher participants possess good mathematical knowledge to overcome student errors in proving Pythagorean theorem.

3.2 Didactical Knowledge to Overcome in Student Errors
Teacher didactic knowledge on the epistemic aspect is represented in the question “what competence do teachers want to measure through the question?” (part a) and “what knowledge or concept plays a role to solve the question?” (part b).

The competence measured through the question is the ability to identify the Pythagorean theorem using the formulation of triangle and trapezoid area. Meanwhile, in part e, IS wrote, algebra (addition and powers of numbers), geometry (addition of two lines and area of two-dimensional figure). EN responded to question part as follows: Student mastery on Pythagorean theorem means that they can differentiate each side and calculate the area.

Referring to the participants’ responses and answers on questions part a and e, it can be concluded that IS and EK possess epistemic knowledge to overcome student errors in proving Pythagorean theorem. Meanwhile, EN, DD, and FS possess limited epistemic knowledge to overcome student errors in proving Pythagorean theorem.

Teacher didactic knowledge on cognitive aspect is measured through the instrument with the following questions: question part c “based on students’ answers, what is students’ main difficulty in solving the problem in the question?”, question part d, “to your opinion, why do students find difficulties in solving the problem?”, and question part g, “how is the flow of students’ thinking to provide accurate answer to the question?”.

Referring to the participants’ answers to cognitive knowledge-related questions in overcoming student errors, a conclusion can be drawn. IS, FS, and EK, despite the differences in identifying student difficulties and the respective causes, they possess similar knowledge on students’ thinking flow in solving the problem. On the other hand, EF and DD still find difficulties in identifying the flow of students’ thinking in solving problem.

Teacher didactic knowledge on the interactional aspect is measured through the instrument, on part h to be precise, which is formulated as “what design of learning situation/activity will you apply to overcome student difficulties based on the respective students’ flow of thinking?”. The five participants gave various responses to the question. The elaboration is presented below.

Based on participants’ answers to question h, it can be concluded that IS and YK elaborate the design of learning situation and strategy based on students’ thinking flow whereas EN, DD, and FS do not elaborate the situation/strategy design based on the flow of students’ thinking in solving problem.

Teacher didactic knowledge on the ecological aspect is measured through the instrument on part f, stated as “Is the question above appropriate for grade VIII junior high school students? Explain why”. The five participants generate various responses to the question. The following is the elaboration of participants’ answers to the question part f.

Based on participants’ answers, only YK thinks that the question is appropriate to be given to grade VIII students considering that pre-requisite knowledge has been fulfilled in the previous learning phase. While for DD, notwithstanding his thought of considering the question appropriate, he comes up with a different reason. IS, EN, and FS state that the question is not suitable for grade VIII students. IS and FS think that there are still many students who have problematic issues with pre-requisite information although they have learned it before. Thus, in spite of having learnt the topic, difficulties in solving the problem still exist.

Teacher didactic knowledge on the affective aspect is measured through the instrument on part i, j, and k comprising the questions of “what steps will be accomplished in the classroom to motivate students to solve the question?” (part i), “what strategy will you employ to integrate social attitude during the learning process so that students can solve the problem?” (part j), and “what strategy will you apply to integrate spiritual attitude during learning process so that students can deal with the question?” (part k).
Based on participants’ responses above, it shows that participants in helping students to deal with their difficulties have not been able yet to integrate attitude aspect into learning materials. The strategy offered is still loose, not interrelated, and not integrated yet with learning materials.

Teacher didactic knowledge on media aspect is measured through the instrument on part I stating what media do you utilize to overcome the respective student difficulties?

Responses from IS, EN, and FS show the use of media to overcome student errors by utilizing teaching aid. DD, YK, and FS emphasized the use of information and communication technology-based media. However, the five participants have not yet elaborated on the technical aspect in utilizing the media within the context of student learning difficulties regarding the topic of proving Pythagorean theorem.

Referring to the responses from EN and DD, there is an initial portrayal that the two participants find difficulties in solving the problem. It indicates that their mathematical knowledge needs improvement. Research findings also signify that EN and DD still find it complicated in identifying student difficulties and the causes, and in describing the flow of students’ thinking in solving the problem. EN’s and DD’s complexity also appears when they have to elaborate relevant learning design/strategy, integration of attitude value, and determining media which are appropriate with student learning difficulties. Based on didactic mathematical knowledge framework [20], EN and DD possess limited mathematical knowledge and didactic knowledge on cognitive, epistemic, interactional, affective, ecological, and media aspects.

This finding supports the finding of research conducted by Mdu Ndlovu and Andile Mji [24] stating that teachers find it complicated in determining the strategy in dealing with student difficulties to prove Pythagorean theorem. Teachers discover complexities in identifying student misunderstanding and predicting the flow of students’ thinking [15]. Habila Elisha Zuya and Simon Kevin Kwalat [16] mention that teachers do not have the competence to identify knowledge that students do not possess yet which makes it difficult for them to solve problems related to angles in parallel lines. Besides, teachers have limitations in giving suggestions regarding strategies to cope with student difficulties. A research accomplished by Al-Khateeb [17] shows that junior high school students in Saudi Arabia experience misconception in geometric learning like parallelogram, trapezoid, rhombus, etc. Besides, this research reveals that mathematics teachers are lack of awareness in identifying the students’ mistakes.

This finding is supported by Sorto, Shalem, & Spaire [25] who locate procedural and conceptual understanding of accurate answers as one of basic steps for teachers to overcome student learning errors. Therefore, teacher knowledge and competence really depend on mathematical knowledge that they possess [26]. Thus, it is expected that it can improve the quality of mathematics learning [27]. In the end, teacher mathematical knowledge plays a significant role to improve students’ learning outcomes [28].

The finding of this research also portrays that teachers who possess the knowledge to analyze the causes of student difficulties do not find it complicated in designing learning materials. This highlights the importance of teachers’ understanding of students learning obstacles as a basis to develop learning materials. This finding goes along with Suryadi [29] who underlines didactic design development based on analysis of student learning obstacles and trajectory.
4 Conclusion

Research findings show that two participants cannot accurately answer the questions in the instrument which measures teachers’ mathematical knowledge needed to overcome student errors. Another finding indicates that those teachers who do not possess mathematical knowledge in dealing with student errors are also not completed with good didactic knowledge, especially on cognitive, epistemic, ecological, and interactional aspects.

Based on the analysis towards participants’ responses, it can be concluded that teacher knowledge to overcome on student errors in Pythagorean Theorem proof is significantly affected by other knowledge components. Therefore, attachment and integration among teacher knowledge components are necessary. Teacher knowledge is a unity which is inseparable from other teacher knowledge components.

Attachment and integration of teacher knowledge components are expected to serve as a main consideration in developing a design of teacher reflective practice as a model of mathematics teacher professional development [50]. Therefore, it is necessary to change the paradigm from professional development to professional learning of mathematics teachers which is highly supported by a theoretical framework which views teacher knowledge in a solid and integrated manner.
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